
 

 

VIRUSCAST 5 –Fifth issue 

Being the Northumbria Nortons Bananavirus Newsletter,                                

 

Did you see Simon’s e-mail, that Alison, the Myor(ess)* of Morpeth – has sent us a 

“thank-you” card for our support for Bloodbikes?  Bloodbikes look like being her 

favourite charity, and I know it is ours – and they will buy another bloodbike and give it 

the name of “Morpeth”. 

*am I allowed to attribute gender these days??  

 

Here’s a mighty coincidence:  Did you see this ad. In “Roadholder”? 

 
Primo was advertising  – looking for his father’s old  Norton. He had just joined NOC so he could 

advertise for it.   

Graham, a motorcycling friend, decided that,  in his motorcycling,  he was not using his Norton, and, 

since it had already sat unused in his shed for 2 years, he had better sell it. So he joined NOC, so he 



could advertise it in Roadholder.   And there he saw  Primo’s advert – it was the same Norton! Graham 

is hugely looking forward to taking it down to Bristol – and maybe even to Cornwall, to meet Primo and 

his dad. 

 

This time we are heavily into motorcycling nostalgia; Here’s Simon Hadden. Not  “Norton”, but a 

motorcycle worthy of respect. 

 

His article is called “Somewhere in Kent” 

Riding through the Dartford Tunnel proved to be a memorable experience. With articulated lorries all 

around, I felt somewhat out of place on a 1947 BSA B31. The sole reason for being there was a lovely 

old black and white photograph I’d first seen ten years earlier. It shows an early B31 parked in a quiet 

village street. Two people stroll along in the background.  No other vehicles or people are to be seen. 

The motorcycle looks just like mine, but the picture is around seventy years old. That’s a long time but 

it’s easy to forget that it’s an old design of bike! 

 

(And here’s the picture) 

 
For several years, I thought about recreating the picture, but the plans came to nothing. I had no inkling 

of where the shot had been taken. By 2017, having possessed a rigid B31 for over 10 years, it was time 

to find the location. The only clue was a name on a shop front: “A.C. Mombrun, Radio & Electrical”. 

There was a telephone number underneath the name in the picture, but it was unreadable. Nevertheless, 

it indicated that the shop would be listed in a telephone directory. 

Fortunately, it’s possible to access old UK telephone directories online, for a small charge. Moreover, 

Mombrun isn’t a common surname. The style of the buildings suggested a location in the southern half 

of England. Initially I wondered if it was a factory photo, taken near Birmingham, but the architecture 

suggested Hampshire or perhaps Sussex. So, I started off with the directories for those areas, issued in 

the late 1940s, and found nothing. Fortunately, the phone books of those days covered wide areas, so 

Kent and Surrey were easy to check too. Bingo! The shop was listed at 5, The Green, Westerham, Kent. 

Was it the same place? Nowadays we have access to information systems that would have seemed like 

science fiction, even a few years ago. Using facilities on the Internet, one can effectively move along 

any public road in the UK and enjoy a 360-degree view of the surroundings, as recorded in the last few 

years.  

So, on a winter’s evening, I sat at my kitchen table in Northumberland and “cruised” into Westerham, 

Kent, using a laptop computer. The two counties are several hundred miles apart. I ran along the A25, 

around a bend, up a slight rise into the village centre. Over on the right, across the village green, I 

spotted the shops. It really was like having a time machine. The scene, revealed before me, was little 

changed from the 1940s. There were certainly more cars and more people. The shops had new 

proprietors, but the scene was essentially unchanged. The old photo could definitely be recreated. 



A route to Kent and back had to be planned. If you’re like me, this is always a pleasurable task. With an 

old bike it makes sense to stick to back roads, so a circuitous route is necessary. It’s then worth locating 

some interesting places to pass on the way. So out came a few books and some new OS maps. The task 

began and a route materialised, taking in waterways, ancient churches, and even a mediaeval guildhall. 

There’s lot to observe if you take an old clunker to new territory. 

As you can see in the photographs, there’s empty space in England, even near London. It was great to 

find that many country roads are very quiet. The trip took 2½ days in each direction, with each leg being 

about 500 miles. The direct route is around 330 miles. The sole purpose was to take a photograph of an 

old bike. By any normal reckoning, the whole trip was completely bonkers.  

Southwards, the journey took in the peaceful Wolds of Yorkshire, the splendid Humber Bridge, the 

lovely, lonely fens, dreamy Suffolk and cheerful Essex. I don’t know if it’s something to do with docile 

Beezers, but Essex horse riders gave big smiles and waves, without fail.  

On day three, Bank Holiday Monday, I crossed into Kent and the weather was getting very warm – well 

above 70°F. Westerham was busy with everyone enjoying the glorious weather. Luckily, I was staying 

near The Green but, even at 8pm, there was no way the old scene could be recreated. The place was still 

full of people and cars. At 6.30am the following morning, it was reasonably bright, and I’d already 

strolled over to The Green. The cars had gone. Most sensible folk were still in bed. I positioned the old 

bike opposite Mombrun’s former shop and took plenty of photos whilst trying to avoid the street 

furniture that had appeared in the intervening 70 years. By 07:00 the parking places were filling up and 

any echoes of the 1940s had faded away. It was time to get some breakfast.  

The return journey began with the run back to Dartford and onwards through the tunnel. After a few 

days with the B31, I always seem to get more in-tune with it. The route had been chosen to match the 

performance of the bike and the riding was good fun. By day five, the joys of Hertfordshire, Rutland and 

the Trent Valley lay behind and the running gear was coated with road dirt. The BSA’s substantial 

mudguards had been fully tested by several hours of heavy showers. I arrived at the final overnight stop 

having been drenched at Newark and dried out again by Goole. The B31 was mucky but running better 

than ever. Parked amongst modern cars, it looked tiny. 

For the final day, we were on home ground. Taking off from the Plain of York, we headed into the 

North Pennines, via Richmond. The B6278 is a gem. Travelling from Teesdale into Weardale is like 

crossing the roof of the world with mile after mile of empty moorland. The B31 droned along at 50mph 

for mile after mile, just as it had been designed to do so many years before. On stopping in Hexham, a 

chap came bounding over wanting to know more about old bikes. Perfect! 

In another 40 miles, I was back home and the Beeza was pushed into the garage. Cleaning would have to 

wait until the following day. Apart from the satisfaction of replicating the old photo, the journey had two 

enduring outcomes.  

The first was the realisation that old bikes like this, once properly fettled, can be ridden anywhere within 

reason. Just keep off main roads and plan for an average speed of 30mph. This allows for riding at 

50mph at times, interspersed with meanders along byways. 

The second outcome was more unexpected. I often ride the bike on quiet roads, but I can’t help thinking 

that its crowning glory was buzzing through the wretched Dartford Tunnel. 
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And here’s the one that really matters -   at Westerham – compare to the pic at the top! 

 

(Wow! They even marked out a special square for the Beeza!) 

 
 

More Nostalgia – here’s Campbell, one of our loyal Honorary Aberdeen members,  with his whole 

motorcycling life passing before his eyes - - - - The machines in question are, I think, known to 

many of us. So is Campbell. 

My motorbiking started way back in 1957 when I got a 1951 Triumph 3T which had the infamous spring 

hub which made for interesting cornering.  The bike its self didn't have lot of get up and go but for a 

pretty green [ as regards bikes] 16yr old  it did the business.   In those days the driving test consisted of 

meeting the examiner  while driving  round the block, and then if you managed to do an emergency stop 

and avoid hitting him when he stepped onto the road holding his hand up,  you got a pass.   I remember I 

got caught out with a maintenance question, " how do you fit a spring link to the chain' ?    Bearing in 

mind that I had the bike for about only two months  and had done no maintenance,  I couldn't figure out 



what he meant  But I do now !!  - and I am sure that all Northumbrian members also do: open end facing 

way of travel. (Are you sure about that, Campbell? – or is “way of” Aberdonian for “away from?” ) 

After about 3 - 4 years I traded in the triumph for a 1953 Norton ES2. I  got it home, turned the handle 

bars upside down and instantly changed into Geoff Duke.  What an imagination you have when young!  

It took me and Meg [my wife] along with Bill and his wife, also Meg, around Europe a couple of times 

in the early sixties. I remember the frame snapped at the bottom of the rear down tube. We had been 

travelling along some pretty rough side roads in Belgium and did not discover the break until we 

stopped at a campsite.  We got directions to a local blacksmith who did a repair ( brazing I think).  Then 

on the road [no H&S then}. It lasted  for the rest of my ownership.  Next came a 1961 Dominator 99 

(great bike!). It  cost me 100 pounds. (I sold the ES2 for 25 !!).  - See what they are advertised for now! 

The Dommie also toured  Europe,  landing up in Vienna. I sold the 99 and bought a PRAM!!   Trade in 

price,   65 pounds. That was the motor biking put paid to,  until,  in 1976 I got a phone call from Bill. He 

said  there was a Norton for sale up in Lossiemouth,   I went up and my motor cycling restarted with a 

1971 750cc Fastback for the princely sum of 325  pounds. It has also taken us  on a few continental 

tours.  It is still used regularly,  going to NOC rallies in the UK.  This included  the 2000 Norton Day at 

East Fortune,  along with Bill again.   I was impressed with the  2 Commanders there. Word must have 

got round,  because it was not long before someone whispered in my ear 'I believe you are looking for a 

Commander '.   Gary McKnight you have a lot to answer for!  Discussions took place,  photographs sent 

and received,  Meg and I took the train down  to Chester Le Street and drove home the same day,  the 

proud owner of what at the time was a modern Norton.     I thought it was,  and still think it is, a great 

touring bike -  not entirely trouble free  (a lot of it my own fault, thank you Graham at Startright) . The 

Commander has taken us to quite a few Inter Rallies throughout Europe  very comfortably. It’s smooth 

with superb weather protection:   the  ideal touring bike. 

I always had a hankering for another F/Bed so when I saw one advertised in a local paper in 1983 (no 

less) I decided to have a look  So Bill, yes the same one,   and I went up to Peterhead entered a fish 

house and came out with what I discovered on closer inspection was a 1956 Model 88.   -   Not exactly, 

or even remotely concourse -  no reg. No.  -  no docs.   But original and 99% all there. When we got it 

home I started it up and copious amounts of oil were deposited from the engine breather on to the 

driveway.  I stopped it immediately and restarted it 37yrs later.   I did however in the first two years of 

owning it  send the tank and wheels for re-chroming, and painting.  Also the mag. was sent to Dave 

Lindsley for renovation, and the seat to D. Leighton for recovering.   After laying out 650 pounds I had 

the 37yrs. breather before restarting. I retired and after the initial excitement of that began looking for 

something to do.  Spending lots of money was the main thing: renovating bikes is not cheap  

 I got started in Oct.2017.   It was never my intention to show the bike.  It was to get up to a reasonable 

standard,  licence it,  and use it on the road, and for rallies.  Also to do all the work myself where 

possible 

I started by removing the tinware, handlebars, levers cables etc.  I removed and dismantled the forks.  I 

cleaned out all the gunge,  renewed the bushes, (there were no fork seal holders so put them on the want 

list), and turned my attention to the rear suspension.   I am pleased there were  the original Armstrongs 

(now unavailable).  They were removed and dismantled by compressing the springs, with collets flying 

everywhere!  The chrome shrouds were laid aside for re-chroming. The damper units still had resistance 

and were ok so I decided to leave them as they were. The swinging arm bushes were examined and were 

moving freely with very little wear. -  Seemed ok so were left as they were. 

The gear box is the lay down type and did appear to be selecting alright. I removed it from the frame, 

took the outer cover off and cleaned the selector  mechanism.. I then took the inner cover off and 

inspected the gears which were all intact:  no missing teeth  and the selector. forks were OK.   At this 

point I began to feel that the bike had not covered a lot of miles.  (perhaps being a little optimistic?).  I 

renewed the gaskets and put it together hoping my optimism would prove justified. 

At this point as I had not split the crank case.   A decision had to be made split or not.  All the timing 

gears,  oil pump and chains had been removed.  The crank was turning very smoothly in the case and 

there was no up and down movement in the conrods when held firmly.   This once again had me 

thinking “low mileage” -  optimistic still!  I have to admit there was another wee problem which swayed 



me into leaving the splitting.  I could not undo the camshaft sprocket nut.  I enlisted Allan, my next door 

neighbour another M/cyclist and NOC member.  The nut would not budge even with an extra pair of 

hands and also copious heat. Allan agreed with me, after seeing the crank turning and apparent lack of 

wear,  to leave off splitting.   So be it, time will tell. 

Clutch plates were good, also primary chain.  I  bought a new sealing rubber - wait and see. 

The   carb. was dismantled, cleaned and all jets,  slide and needle renewed, and,  reassembled with new 

gaskets. 

At this point I turned my attention to the frame ,  tinware an/d various parts that required spraying.  I 

have a compressor and spray gun,  so,  time to give it a go.  I have used spray cans before, but with so 

much to do, using spray cans would not be very economical.  I  also wanted to try and do it the 'proper' 

way.   I used Talbot steel gray 397.  I went to a motor factor in Aberdeen and Jim, who was sympathetic 

to my cause, got the colour mixed also supplied primer, acrylic thinner, clear coat , fast hardener, pro 

paint remover and the ratio mixes for the various brews It  seemed affa (is that an Aberdeen word??) 

complicated . The bike, when I got it was black so that was removed.  To get every thing down to the 

bare metal took and lot of emerycloth,  wire brushes, polycarbonate disks, wet and dry and lots of hours. 

The pro. paint remover was just like the old 'Nitromors' you used to be able to get before H&S stopped 

it.   It was in the winter months when I started, so I rigged up a 'spray booth' in the garage:  heavy 

polythene sheeting hanging from the roof, big enough to get the frame into and give room to use the 

spray gun.   I  also rigged up a heater to keep away the damp. I made a few mistakes, 'orange peel' finish 

was a problem and if you didn't get the surface and the atmosphere completely free of oil film/silicone it 

was impossible to get a good finish.  So -  back to see Jim,  who supplied a can of Fast Panel Wipe Clear 

to wipe the surface before putting on the top coat. I eventually got a finish that I was satisfied with. Total 

cost of paint and and mixes was 270 pounds.  Maybe I should have gone down the can route !!.  

I went into the NOC forum to get advice on  tyres,  and decided to put on Avon mk. 2 on the back and 

Avon Speedmaster on the front.  There are many thoughts on the subject of tyres. 

Dave Weighell in Pickering helped me get various parts re chromed.  I sent them down and he took them 

to some one he recommended.  A good job was done. 

Next thing I tackled was the electrics, not something I am good at.  Metal bits that go up and and around, 

no problem! Things that move along wires, that you can't see,  are ' white mans magic '.   I decided to 

change to a 12volt system.  The old voltage regulator was well and truly shot so I purchased from D, 

Lindsley a JG Electronic Regulator which enables a 6 volt Dynamo to work on 12 Volts.   Purists will 

raise their hands in horror,  but as I intend to use the bike,  practicality is more of an issue. I rewired in a 

new loom,  fitted a battery and, surprise!, lights at both ends. 

I was now ready to get it started,. I would like to say that it was easy  but,  no .  I had to re time, change 

plug leads round.  Left side plug lead comes from the bottom of the mag. and right from the top.  Then 

there was the carburation to sort out:  it would start and run for about 5 sec. max and then cut out.   I  

eventually got it sorted and,  at  the beginning of April,  wheeled it out of the garage complete.  It   

started it up, the  first time since Summer 1983.   You can't rush these things! 

I would like to say that all was well but unfortunately the dynamo was not charging,  so it is meantime 

with D. Lindsley getting checked over, but the bike IS running. 

In 2017 I got in touch with Dave Catton,  NOC,   who,  going into factory records,  found that the 

Manufacture Date was 29th Feb. 1956,  and that it was sold by 'Alexander' of Edinburgh to J. F. 

Christie. Fife on the 8th. May 1956.    A few weeks ago I got in touch with Tim Gostling Records 

Officer Twins  and began the process of getting an age related number.   Unfortunately the DVLA , 

because of the virus situation, has suspended a lot of their services -  my request being one of them.  So 

it looks as though I will have to wait a  bit longer  [months possibly] before I can get it on the road. 

I am meantime working on repairing and eventually spraying a  Avon fairing to fit on the bike [ a la J. 

Powell].  Challenges have been thrown down. 



My main parts suppliers were RGM and the Spares Dept NOC.  Both gave excellent service. I haven't 

counted the total cost  but it was fun, very frustrating  and a lot of the time.   Would I do it again?  - 

probably but I would have to be a lot quicker.  I don't think I have got another 37 yrs left to do It.  All 

the best Campbell 

(Here it is  ---) 

 

Things that went wrong on the road -  or maybe a confessional - continued 

(Simon said  l  should write about things that went wrong on the road. It’s called “on the road 

maintenance”.  And it’s a long list -  – here’s even more ---) 

We have reached 2009 and the Austria rally. I rode down with Bob and Clive Taylor 2  (he of the 

memorial run).  We left the ferry at Ijmiuden, to overnight at friends near Limburg an der Lahn. But 

somewhere on a Dutch motorway, the ammeter showed no charge. At that time the bike was wired as 

original – switch in the “head” position  adds an extra coil.  No regulator. My rectifier was one of those 

little things that look like liquorice allsorts. Anyhow Bob did something clever with a multimeter, and 

said the rectifier no longer rectified. Fortunately I had a spare.   We arrived late for dinner  

However, once you have used your spare, you no longer have a spare.  That’s logic! Asking round 

Limburg an der Lahn did not produce one. But we went to a friend of our friend who was the kind of 

man who had a huge shed full of mechanical and electrical debris. “Ah! Gleichrichter!”, he cried – and 

produced a rectfier.   So off I went with a spare. A new word has entered the vocabulary!   Later,  a solid 

state gleichrichter/rectifier/regulator was fitted (which failed in 2019 – I also carry a spare, AND I carry 

a multimeter). 

Arriving back at  N. Shields on the ferry, I discovered at dawn that my front tyre was totally flat. I had to 

get the bike off – it was blocking everyone. Going down those two of those ramps with a flat front tyre 

was not easy – so I pulled to one side at the bottom, and got the wheel and tyre off and  put in a new 

tube. (I carry a spare).  By the time that was over all the cars had gone. Then a lady in an official looking 

hat arrived and asked what I was doing.  I explained.  “But the immigration people have shut up shop 

and gone – you cannot get “immigrated”!!. – “But I live 15 minutes from here!!”. Finally someone 

turned up and let me into my own country.   

I had been buying tyres from Hunters on Westgate road. Their tubes were somewhat thin, and their rim 

tapes also. A “Bobble” at the end of a spoke had worn through tape and tube. Moral – use tubes made of 

THICK rubber and rim tapes ditto (or make your own tapes out of old inner tube, which I did). 



The following year,  the Spanish rally and touring round Picos de Europa area. No particular disasters. 

And now?? 

Well, I do not know about you, but since  Boris said we were allowed to go out into the countryside for a 

walk,  I decided “going” included “going by motorcycle”. So the Dommi has been released from its shed 

– and, yes, the three trips out have included country walks.   Walks in the kind of places which you can 

find in Northumberland – not a human anywhere, let alone a virus. More “walks” will follow - - - - bike 

going  like a bat. ( - wonder how long for?) 

 

to be continued. 
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